Conn To Graph Metrics
Conn_network and Conn_network_results
NYU Data Set (n=25, 3 sessions)
Step 1) Open Matlab and run conn_network from GUI file
selection or input path name in argument:
>>conn_network(‘/data/NYU_CSC/conn_NYU/results/firstlevel/ANALYS
IS_01/resultsRO1_Condition001.mat’)

Step 2) Choose ROIs for network nodes

Note: Don’t want to select redundant nodes – so deselect Fox ROIs

#3) Select Inter‐subject normalization option

(Z‐score – normalizes across subjects (subtract mean/divides by std))

*Network computation takes a few minutes depending on the # of nodes

#4) View Normalized Path Length and Clustering Coefficient

#5) Select threshold
Note: Want path length around 1 and high clustering coefficients (indicative of
small world properties) – here you can select Z = 1.5 for thresholding

#6) View Output
There is a .dl file created for each subject which can be read by SONIA
and a .csv file created that can be viewed and analyzed for 2nd level
stats with conn_network_results. Below is the .csv file, open in excel
with comma delimited option.

II) Conn_network_results for 2nd Level Group Statistics
Step 1) run conn_network_results from GUI file selection or input
path name in argument:
>>conn_network_results(‘/data/NYU_CSC/conn_NYU/results/firstlevel/AN
ALYSIS_01/resultsRO1_Condition001.network’)

Step 2) Choose 2nd Level model, and define the model parameters
Two‐sample t‐test (for between‐group comparisons)

Note: In this example we have created a variable z that
describes the anticorrelation, for each subject, between
MPFC and DLPFC (BA.46, bilaterally; areas labeled 71‐72 in
the graph to the right). You can get this variable by loading
the z.mat file in zip8/z.mat. From this, we defined two
groups of subjects: a) those that show strong
anticorrelations (with negative associations below the
sample median; n=13) ; and b) those that show weak
anticorrelations (with negative associations above the
sample median; n=12). We then define a contrast [1,‐1]
comparing these two groups, and name this contrast
strong‐weak.

Step 3) Explore the 2nd‐level results
We find no significant differences in the global network topology between these
two groups:
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When looking at the topological properties of each node (ROI) in the network, we
find:
a) no significant differences between the groups in the path length (average
distance between each node and every other node in the network)

b) Significant (but not significant when corrected by multiple comparisons)
differences in clustering coefficients in area BA.21 billaterally (Middle
temporal gyrus; lower clustering coefficients in the strong anticorrelations
group) and right BA.41 (Primary auditory cortex; higher clustering
coefficients in the strong anticorrelations group)

c) Significant (corrected by multiple comparisons) differences in degree
(degree centrality; number of connected nodes) in left BA.46 (DLPFC; higher
degree in the strong anticorrelations group) and right BA.44 (IFC pars

opercularis; higher degree in the strong anticorrelations group). This would
seem to indicate that higher anticorrelations between DLPFC and the
default network could be associated with higher overall degree of
connectivity between DLPFC (as well as other frontal cortex areas) and the
rest of the brain.

